Understanding prevalence, demographics of dry eye disease

Abstract / Synopsis:
Dry eye disease affects women at a disproportionately higher rate than men. It has a substantial negative impact on those affected, and on healthcare systems. Its impact is wide-reaching, including those affected and the healthcare systems that care for them.

Once viewed as a painful nuisance, dry eye disease (DED) today is considered a “critical and significant public health issue” in the United States.

Symptoms include watery eyes, sensitivity to light, a burning sensation in the eyes, eye grittiness, and blurred and fluctuating vision, all of which may negatively impact quality of life.1,2

An estimated 16 million Americans have been diagnosed with DED,3 but the actual number of Americans suffering from dry eye symptoms is likely much higher. Some reports indicate that nearly half of all U.S. adults experience dry eye signs and symptoms,4 and 33% of patients in eye care clinics present with complaints about dry eye.3

Market Scope expects manufacturers’ global revenues for dry eye treatments to rise from $4.6 billion in 2018 to $6.2 billion in 2023 due to the “rapid growth of elderly populations, increasing wealth, and growing awareness of the availability of treatment in these markets.”5

Often undiagnosed
According to the 2013 National Health and Wellness Survey, approximately 6 million people reported experiencing DED symptoms, but they had not been formally diagnosed with DED.3 Further, when a DED diagnosis is made, clinicians frequently underestimate the severity. One study found that more than 54% of patients over age 65 and 43% of the female patients had their dry eye underestimated by their clinician.6 Another study found that clinician assessment underestimated dry eye severity in 41% of patients by at least one grade compared with the patients’ self-assessment.7
Types, risks of DED

There are two types of DED—aqueous-deficient and evaporative. Evaporative DED is more common than aqueous-deficient dry eye, but more than one-third of patients will have a combination of both types.

Risk factors for DED development are myriad and can be environmental (use of air conditioning/fans, exposure to smoking, low humidity, dry climates, and windy conditions) or medical (blood pressure medications, antidepressants, glaucoma medications, rheumatoid arthritis, and Sjögren’s syndrome, lupus, diabetes, among others).

Eye surgeries (LASIK and cataract removal) and contact lens wear can lead to the development of DED as well. About 30% of the 140 million people who wear contact lenses worldwide discontinue use due to dryness and eye discomfort. People who wear contacts are four times more likely to develop DED than those who do not.

One of the greatest risk factors, however, is gender. DED is more common in women than men, particularly in women with autoimmune disease who are over age 50. Women also are diagnosed with DED at a younger age than men.

Two large epidemiological studies in North America, the Women’s Health Study and the Physician’s Health Studies, showed a statistically significant, age-adjusted 70% increase in risk of DED among women.

The Beaver Dam Study showed that the prevalence of DED is 50% higher among women than men. This is likely due to the decrease in natural tear production that occurs from hormonal changes from pregnancy, use of birth control pills, or menopause.

Trattler et al. found that the incidence of DED was higher than anticipated in a real-world setting of patients scheduled to undergo cataract surgery; while patients showed clinical signs of DED and 22% had been previously diagnosed with DED, 30% had at least occasional complaints.

DED impacts more women, who experience symptoms and pain that are more severe.

Artificial tears

Women are more likely to use artificial tears and use them more often than men. Women also spend more money monthly on dry eye treatments than men, and consistently report a greater impact and worse quality of life from DED. Women are more likely to report depressive symptoms related to their DED than men. DED and/or dry eye symptoms also have been linked to depression and suicide in clinical trials.

Epidemiology

The epidemiology of DED is also changing. DED is now impacting younger patients across both sexes, attributed mostly to the rise in smartphone and computer use. Handheld electronic device use is now recognized as a risk factor for DED development because it leads to decreased blink rates, and it causes the tear film to evaporate faster. Smartphones may also be to blame for the increase in DED incidence.
A recent survey revealed that 66% of ophthalmologists report patients presenting with screen-related eye problems, and 88% point to smartphone use as the cause of rising DED prevalence.\(^\text{15}\)

Research also shows DED affecting a growing number of people. As a result, the economic impact of DED cannot be understated. In 2016, McDonald et al. evaluated the true “cost” of DED across Asia, Europe, and the United States.\(^\text{16}\) They estimated the total annual cost of ophthalmologist-managed care for 1,000 patients with DED to range from $270,000 in France to $1.1 million in the United Kingdom.

Costs in the United States are similar to those in the U.K., estimated at $782,673 for the same 1,000 patient cohort. They suggested the overall cost of DED is likely higher, “given the widespread use of over-the-counter artificial tears” by patients with dry eye symptoms.

Decreased work productivity is the most significant indirect cost to DED patients, given that mild cases of DED will progress and become severe if left untreated, increasing patients’ dependence on artificial tears.\(^\text{17}\)

It is clear that DED has a substantial and negative impact on those affected, but also on healthcare systems.
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